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This complex, to which authors of other nationalities are
occasionally subject, seems slightly unworthy ; for it belongs
to a mood of frank inferiority. However grand the tri-
colour may be, it is a shade ignoble to haul down one's
flag and run up someone else's; and there is something
uninspiring in the spectacle of little coteries of foreign
literary men writing books in Paris with a vague hope that
somebody will take them for French authors. But the mood
prevails, because there has always seemed to be something
vaguely dashing about literary work performed in Paris, a
delicious hint of naughtiness that creeps into Dario's
confession:
" mi esposa
es de mi tierra : mi querida de Paris."
That appeal is almost irresistible, and South America has
made no effort to resist it.   The nostalgia of Paris is, perhaps,
the one emotion which the sub-continent shares with the
United Sates.   North and South America are both of the
same mind in rushing off the boat at Cherbourg ; and little
cliques of novelists from Maine sit at the next table in a
Paris cafe to literary exiles from Nicaragua and Peru.   It
is a shade surprising to find the children of the South in
such full agreement with Franklin's intimation that every
man has two countries—his own and France.   But the fact
is quite undoubted, and in view of the extremely meagre
ties which bind France to South America, it is a rare tribute
to the efforts of French penetration, to the persistence with
which France polishes her uncommercial links with the New
World.   There is no evidence that grateful audiences place
orders for French woollens after a lecture on Moli&re.   But
national prestige is powerfully aided by such stimulants,
and it cannot be doubted that they lead to something more
than tourist traffic.   It is significant, I think, that in a
recent year the admirable library of the Faculty of Medicine
at Buenos Aires issued for use a total of 27,980 volumes, of
which 13,716 were French and 53 English.   Without making

